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Infor Fashion PLM

Accelerate product innovation
Designed to improve collaboration and
shorten time to consumer, Infor®
Fashion PLM is an end-to-end solution
that connects every aspect of a
product’s lifecycle. By linking planning,
design, development, and execution on
a common platform, Infor Fashion PLM
delivers a single set of accurate,

Fast-track your success
In today’s highly competitive and consumer-driven
marketplace, fashion companies are under enormous
pressure to create exciting new products at a
moment’s notice.
By providing a central repository for storing and accessing
design and development information, Infor Fashion PLM
can help you meet this need for speed, while also making
sure new styles and collections are delivered with
consistent quality—and at the right time and right price.

real-time data that helps increase
visibility and provides the foundation for
closer collaboration and unified
teamwork. With Infor Fashion PLM, you’ll
have the tools you need to consolidate
operations and accelerate product
innovation, every step of the way.

Infor Fashion supports some of the world’s
leading fashion brands.

Collaborate across your value chain
By creating an open environment for creative, technical, and commercial teams, Infor Fashion PLM helps break
down silos, so key stakeholders can work together more seamlessly, using the same set of real-time data.
Sharing information with your offices locally and globally, across internal departments and with selected partners,
helps increase accuracy and reduce manual data entry, while speeding up your entire decision-making process.

Synchronize planning and execution
Infor Fashion PLM helps you to become a more
responsive business by supporting concurrent
line planning, style design, technical product
development, and manufacturing sourcing.
You can work on multiple collections at the same
time and have the flexibility to change directions
and fine-tune your individual styles at any stage,
without disrupting your momentum.
Connect design with data
Featuring a bi-directional Adobe® Illustrator®
plugin, Infor Fashion PLM helps your creative
teams work with the tools they know and love.
They can upload new concepts directly into the
system and quickly bring those concepts to life
through a set of visual libraries, pre-configured
templates, and mass-create and update tools.
By connecting creative design ideas to
commercial objectives and technical
specifications, Infor Fashion PLM helps you
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increase accuracy and reduce waste. And, it can
even help you commercialize new styles faster.
Enrich your user experience
By combining a beautiful design with an intuitive
interface that’s similar to Excel®, Infor Fashion
PLM offers an industry-leading user experience
that helps speed up adoption, lower training
requirements, and shorten time to value.
You’ll be able to work smarter and faster than
ever before with simple drag-and-drop
functionality, mass capabilities, and a homepage
that can be personalized using widgets.
Integrate with your infrastructure
Built on open standards technology, Infor Fashion
PLM can be seamlessly incorporated into your
IT environment.
Highly flexible integration capabilities can have
you up and running with less disruption and
smoother implementation for a more rapid return
on investment.

Get advanced fashion-specific functionality
Based on years of fashion experience, Infor Fashion
PLM is a powerful product lifecycle management
solution that offers a full suite of tools to help you
achieve faster, more accurate, and more profitable
product innovation. With Infor Fashion PLM you get:
Merchandise Planning module—Start from the sales
budget and define your collection and line plans here.
Information such as financial values and product details
can be updated at any time.
Report generator—Eliminate the need for third-party
reporting tools and lower your cost of ownership with a
built-in report generator and standard templates.
Standard reports include: Style card, style status
overview, style construction, style technical drawings,
style colorways, style care and content, style BOM,
style, measurements, material card, material overview,
trim card, color card, and request comments.

Task-driven home page—Set up predefined ways of
working for each user. Home page customization
includes finding your styles in a certain status,
notifications, and most recent comments made.
Material and trim development—Leverage your
buying power by grouping components, fabrics, and
trims into libraries for reuse. Each item can be created
from scratch, copied, mass-created, and
mass-updated.
Request templates—Quickly create requests for
product costings, sample production, lab dips, and
supplier compliance information with just a few
mouse clicks.
Image management—Handle images with flexibility by
attaching and converting to your choice of formats,
while also retaining a library of originals.

Adobe Illustrator plugin—Seamlessly exchange data
between Adobe Illustrator and Infor Fashion PLM
through a bi-directional plugin.

Administration tools—Control access to your
database with authorizations that can be tailored
according to a user’s role, profile, groups, and
relationship with your company.

Compliance tools—Protect your brand’s integrity with
centralized supplier, product, and material templates,
and requests. Quickly capture and upload compliance
information and support compliance audits.

System integration—Incorporate data created in Infor
Fashion PLM into your ERP system and migrate
existing data into the solution through the
Connector Toolbox.

Critical path management—Create critical paths for
seasons, collections, or groups of products with
flexibility. Once you select your end dates, the system
automatically calculates the start and due dates for
activities within a milestone leg.

Partner Collaborator—Share tech pack information
and work more closely with selected suppliers on
specifications and costs through the optional Infor
Fashion PLM Partner Collaborator.
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An elegant solution that suits your business perfectly
Easy to learn and simple to use, Infor Fashion PLM provides a meaningful user experience that can inspire your
team and enhance performance across your value chain.

Some of the benefits you
can achieve:
■

Increase speed to market to meet
consumer demand.

■

■

Unify all your teams.

■

■

Plan new lines and execute styles in parallel.

■

■

Increase the ratio of designs making it
into production.

Automate repetitive tasks and cut time spent
on data admin.
Reduce data entry errors and improve quality.
Maintain your margins through fewer
unplanned markdowns.

Learn more about faster fashion
innovation >
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